Louisiana Connectors
• Welcome! Content expertise is not required!!! ☺ Please sit at the table that
best aligns with your work. Supervisors, please choose the area in which you feel
most comfortable.
ELA K-2

Math K-2

ELA 3-5

Math 3-5

ELA 6-8

Math 6-8

ELA 9-12

Math 9-12

• Once seated, take one of each interactive handout: “Introduction” and
“Supplemental”.
• Please jot down your thoughts on the first page, “Do Now” section of your
interactive handout.
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Introduction to the Louisiana Connectors
for Students with Significant Disabilities
June 2017

Objectives
• As a result of this session, participants will be able to
• Explain the purpose and function of the Louisiana Connectors for students with
significant disabilities
• Identify and apply the appropriate resources for lesson planning, teaching, and
assessment of students with significant disabilities
• Explore the broader applications for differentiation based on Louisiana
Connectors resources
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Agenda
• Opening
• Background
• Case Studies
• Broader Applications
• Next Steps
• Takeaways
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Part One: Background
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History
• In spring 2016, BESE approved the Louisiana Student Standards in English
language arts and mathematics.
• In winter 2016, BESE approved aligned standards, known as the Louisiana
Connectors, for students with significant disabilities.

• The Louisiana Connectors have replaced what were formerly known as the
Extended Standards; the LEAP Connect will replace what was formerly referred
to as LAA1.
FORMER

NEW

Standards

Extended
Standards

Louisiana Connectors

Assessment

LAA 1

LEAP Connect:
Students with Significant Disabilities
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Definition
• The Louisiana Connectors are fully aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards in
both mathematics and English language arts.
• For the individual standards found in ELA and math, there are accompanying
Connectors that represent the major benchmarks along the pathway to
achieving the expectations of each standard.
Louisiana Student Standards
3.NBT.A.2 Fluently add and subtract within
1000 using strategies and algorithms based
on place value, properties of operations,
and/or the relationship between addition
and subtraction.

Louisiana Connectors
LC.3.NBT.A.2c Use the relationships
between addition and subtraction to solve
problems.

LC.3.NBT.A.2b Solve multi-step addition
and subtraction problems up to 100.
LC.3.NBT.A.2c Solve multi-digit addition
and subtraction problems up to 1000.
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Purpose
• The Louisiana Connectors are full-aligned pathways that capture the “big ideas”
of the Louisiana State Standards for students with significant disabilities.
• The Connectors are not learning standards that exist separate and apart from the
common expectations we have for all students.
• Instead, the Connectors are designed to provide developmentally-appropriate
content benchmarks toward the standards across all grade levels in English
language arts and mathematics.
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Rationale
•

Grade-level expectations are the highest expectations we have for all students.

• SWSDs must have access to grade-level content and developmentallyappropriate opportunities to achieve expectations.
• Alignment between the Louisiana Student Standards and Louisiana Connectors
clarifies for teachers and specialists concrete paths toward achievement; it also
facilitates greater collaboration between teachers and specialists.
• Greater alignment and collaboration between teachers and specialists yields
more opportunities for inclusion for students with significant disabilities.
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Summary
• Thus far, we have discussed how and why the Louisiana Connectors were
adopted, as well as specifics on what they are and what they do.
• Take a moment to summarize your takeaways in your interactive handout. How
will you explain the Louisiana Connectors to your colleagues?
• When you finish, share your thoughts with a colleague.
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Part Two: Case Studies & Resources
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Case Studies
• In order to understand the Louisiana Connectors and associated resources we
have developed to support their implementation, we turn to specific case
studies of students with significant disabilities.
• Seated at your tables are those who work in the same content area and gradelevel spans as you.
• In your supplemental handout, you will find a series of case studies. Match the
expertise of your table with the most closely-aligned resource.
ELA

Math

Elementary – Tara, Page 13

Elementary – Sam, Page 19

Middle – Jerome, Page 15

Middle – Carlos, Page 21

High – Dave, Page 17

High – Liz, Page 23

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 13-24
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Directions
• In the next fifteen (15) minutes, you and your table should do the following:
• Read the case study and take notes in your interactive handout.
• Review the LDOE resources that are referenced in your case study (they are
hyperlinked) and take notes in your interactive handout.
• When you finish, discuss with your table:
• What are the student’s strengths and needs?
• How does the teacher plan for instruction?
• What LDOE resources were utilized? What do each do?
• What works well?
• How could the teacher improve upon the lesson?

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 13-24
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Aligned Resources
The LDOE has developed resources and other supports to assist planning for and
providing standards-based instruction for students with significant disabilities.
These resources can facilitate teacher planning and implementation with regard to
curriculum, assessment and instruction. The resources include:
•
•
•
•
•

Louisiana Connectors Crosswalks with Louisiana Student Standards
Louisiana Connectors Essential Elements Cards
Student Response Modes
Lesson Plan Adaptation
Case Studies for Exemplary Instruction

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 1-12
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Aligned Resources
• Louisiana Connectors Crosswalks with Louisiana Student Standards
• The document presents the Louisiana Connectors which are aligned to the
Louisiana Student Standards and represent the most salient grade-level,
core academic content in English language arts and mathematics.

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 1
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Aligned Resources
• Louisiana Connectors Essential
Elements Cards
• The cards, which are a primer for
differentiating instruction for
students with significant
disabilities, break down the
instructional task into knowledge
and skills, suggested instructional
strategies, and possible supports
and scaffolds for student
learning.

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 2-7
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Aligned Resources
• Lesson Plan Adaptation
• This document serves as a
template for adapting whole
class lesson plans to more
individualized instruction for
SWSDs.

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 8-10
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Aligned Resources
• Student Response Modes
• This document supports
teachers in identifying the
best way for all students to
demonstrate their
understanding in each lesson.

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 11
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Aligned Resources
• Case Studies for Exemplary
Instruction
• The Case Studies provide
models for how teachers and
specialists may best modify
objectives, assessments,
activities, and materials for
SWSDs based on LDOE’s
available resources.

Supplemental Handout Pgs. 12
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Part Three: Applications
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Broader Applications
• The Louisiana Connectors are:
•
•
•
•
•

Fully aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards
The “big ideas” represented in individual standards
Benchmarks along pathway to grade-level achievement
Providing access and opportunities for all students
Promoting inclusive practices, whenever and wherever possible

• Based on the resources we have reviewed today, what are the broader
implications for differentiation in the general education classroom?
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Scenarios
• In your interactive handout, you will find possible scenarios related to
differentiation opportunities.
• Together with a small group, choose one scenario and use the aligned
resources to talk through or outline a plan for how you would proceed with
your instructional planning.
• Remember, the aligned resources for the Louisiana Connectors include:
•
•
•
•
•

Louisiana Connectors Crosswalks with Louisiana Student Standards
Essential Elements Cards
Student Response Modes
Lesson Plan Adaption
Case Studies for Exemplary Instruction
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Next Steps
• What is your plan for what you will share from today’s session?

• With whom, when, and how will you share this information?
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Closing
• Find all resources on the Louisiana Believes website.
• Email louisianastandards@la.gov with questions.
• Anticipate
• Preview of assessment design and structure in fall 2017
• New assessment administered in spring 2018
• Additional curricular resources aligned to ELA Guidebooks in fall 2017
• Draft Science Louisiana Connectors in fall 2017
• On-going SWSDs Cohort trainings and support in fall 2017 and spring 2018
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